
Instruction:

保鮮(貼)使用說明DM-20130729

   1.  Keep hands  dry and clean when taking Health Forever Fresh Sticker / Chips from the original
        package. Keep eyes and nose at distance from the package during removal of the chips, as the 
        high concentration of   the  essential oils may irritate the eyes and nose.
   2. Put the amount of chips that you plan to use into a temporary container that can be  sealed.
   3. Health Forever Fresh Sticker / Chip can be used as a sticker or simply placed loosely inside the 
        package. Either way, it will have the same effect.
   4. After placing Health Forever Fresh Sticker / Chip into a food product package, please seal the package 
        immediately for maximum effect. 
   5. We recommend to apply chips to the food product package  within  3 days after the chip package
        has been opened. For best effect,  store the remaining unused chips in a sealed aluminum 
       foil bag  and place it inside a  plastic container.
   6. Please , place  the chip into a  sealed PET/PP plastic bag for food product storage. Avoid 
       using regular plastic bags or PE zip bags. 
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